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Abstract: 

One of the fundamental goals of every phonological theory is to account for the 
nature of the basic units of speech sounds, and the relationships between these units 
and their contextual variants.  This relationship is equally crucial to phonological 
theory whether it is called ‘phonemes and allophones’, ‘underlying and surface 
forms’, or ‘input and output’.  However, purely structural analyses of phonological 
systems can often produce several hypotheses regarding the phonemic inventory and 
its surface reflexes in any particular language, all of which are supportable by the 
contrast and alternation patterns of the language.  In this paper we look at four such 
hypotheses regarding the underlying vowel system of Mandarin, all based on Beijing 
Mandarin: the six-vowel system of C. Cheng (1973), the five-vowel systems of R. 
Cheng (1966) and of Lin (1989), and the four-vowel system of Wu (1994).  The 
project presents distributional, phonetic and psycholinguistic evidence (the latter 
based on a corpus of more than 300 syntagmatic speech errors or ‘slips of the tongue’ 
involving vowels) that the vowel system of the dialect of Mandarin currently spoken 
in Taiwan cannot be accounted for by any of these hypotheses.  The project proposes 
a new 5-vowel system for Taiwan Mandarin, based on the distributional, phonetic, 
and especially the psycholinguistic facts.  It concludes that phonological theories 
which are compatible with psycholinguistic evidence such as the data presented here 
are those most likely to be modeling the actual cognitive representations and 
processes of real speakers. 
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The brief review of four diverse hypotheses regarding the basic vowel system of Mandarin shows 
several areas of difference.  Looking first at the high vowels, C. Cheng posits four distinct phonemes, /i, 
y, , u/, whereas R. Cheng and Lin posit three phonemes /i, y, u/; R Cheng derives the two apical vowels 
from /i/, but Lin derives them by rules of epenthesis and assimilation.  Wu posits only two high vowels /i, 
u/; she derives the apical vowels from /i/, but derives [y] from a sequence of /ui/.  Thus these analyses 
raise questions regarding the relationship between the apical vowels and /i/, as well as the status of /y/ as 
an independent phoneme. 
     

As far as the low vowel is concerned, all four theories consider [a, ] to be conditioned variants of 
each other; all but C. Cheng consider [a] to be the basic variant, which occurs in open syllables with no 
conditioning environment.  All four theories indicate that there is a front allophone in this set; C. Cheng, 
R. Cheng and Lin analyze this segment as [], whereas Wu calls it [æ].  Lin further argues that there is 
also an [] which is derived from the // phoneme and occurs in open syllables after palatal glides.  So 
for the low vowels, there is some question about which is the central allophone, and about the status of []. 

 
Finally, with the mid vowels, all four theories consider [e, , o, ] to be conditioned variants of this 

phoneme.  The low back rounded vowel [] does not occur in the theories of C. Cheng or R. Cheng, 
whereas Wu includes this vowel, saying that it is phonetically [].  Lin argues that there are lowered 
versions of [e] and [o] which occur as part of this phoneme as [] and [].  Thus the number of surface 
variants of the mid vowel, as well as the actual phonetic quality of some of these variants, is at issue.  



The status of [] is also relevant to this phoneme.  The four hypotheses are provided in the following.   
 
 
 
1. Mandarin Vowels: Previous theoretical analyses 

 
 

 
Competing hypotheses 
The 6-vowel system of C. 
Cheng (1973) 

The 5-vowel system of 
R. Cheng (1966) 

The 5-vowel system of 
Lin (1989) 

The 4-vowel system of 
Wu (1994) 

/i/  [i]  /i/  [i] [ι] [ι] /i/  [i] [j] /i/  [i] [][][j] 

//  [ι] [ι]    
/y/  [y]  /y/  [y]  /y/  [y] [] /ui/  [y] [] 
/u/  [u]  /u/  [u]  /u/  [u] [w] /u/  [u] [w] 

//  [e] [] [o] [] //  [e] [] [o] [] //  [e/] [] [o/] [] //  [e] [] [o] [] [] 

//  [a] [] [] /a/  [a] [] [] /a/  [a] [] [] /a/  [a] [] [æ] 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 
High vowels 

 In substitution errors involving high vowels [  (  ], are these phones all equally likely to be 　　 　
substituted for each other?  

 When the environment before or after these four high vowel phones changes, do any of these 
phones alternate with each other? 

 Are there any errors in which the vowel [y] shows evidence of being underlyingly a sequence of [u] 
and [i], as in Wu (1994)’s proposal?  That is, are there errors in which it appears that only part of 
this sequence participates? 

 What are the underlying high vowel phonemes of Taiwan Mandarin?  
 
The following examples will answer the above questions.   
 
High vowel substitution errors (N=38) 
 
(1) I: p(i(35-t(yn55 p(i(35-t(yn55 ( 
          average      average 
      E: pi35-tyn55 pi35-tin55 
         ‘pretty much average’  (meaningless) 
 
(2)  I: ta55 51 tsw51 ts51-tu51-tsan55   
         he  is   do     café 
       E: ta55 51 tsw51 tsu51-tu51-tsan55 
            ‘he has owned a café’  (meaningless) 
 
(3)   I:lu51  ty51   w21-mn xw21 tin51      
       deer  distance    us     very   close 
     E: ly51  ty51   w21-mn xw21 tin51   
 ‘The deer is very close to us.’  (meaningless)  
 
(4)   I: pu35 jw51 tjw35 pi35  
          not   want  naughty 
     E: pi35 jw51 tjw35 pi35 
     ‘don’t be naughty’  (meaningless) 
 
(5)   I: n35 jw51 t55-tsu35  
       people need    content 
     E: n35 jw51 tin55-tsu35  
       ‘People need to be content with what they have’  

 
In summary, the findings show that the vowels [i, y, u] and the vowels [, u] belong to separate 

phonemes, since they can be substituted for each other.  The vowels [i, ] alternate with each other when 
the preceding environment alternates between palatal and non-palatal, showing that they are allophones of 
a single phoneme.  There is no evidence to support the claim that the vowel [y] is derived from a 



sequence of /ui/, since [y] never splits into components in errors, and can substitute for both [u] and [i] in 
errors. 
 
Low vowels 

  Do the vowel phones [a] and [] ever substitute for each other in an error, with no other changes? 

   If the environment contiguous to one of these vowel phones changes, does the central phone [a] 
shift to the back phone [] and vice versa? 

Are there any cases where either of the two low vowel phones [a, ] alternate with the lower-mid front 
vowel [] when the environment changes, as would be predicted by the four analyses discussed above? 

 If [a] and [] alternate, which is the basic variant? 
 
Low vowel substitution errors (N=85) 
(6)  I: jn21-kw55  E: jn21-kwan55 
        eye-light            ‘value’  (meaningless) 
 
(7) I: nan35-ti55 s21 l  
          hard-listen dead 
     E: n35-ti55 s21 l 
       ‘very bad music’  (meaningless) 
 
(8)  I:  lw35-ma21  E: lw35-mw21 
            Rome    ‘Rome’  (meaningless) 
 
(9) I: tsu51-tjw51 pi21 sej35   tow55 ta51  
       assistant    than  anyone much  powerful 
   E: tsu51-tja51  pi21 sej35 tow55 ta51       
   ‘The assistant is more powerful than anyone else’  (meaningless) 
 
(10)  I: tan51-tsaj51 i55-pjn55  
           stand   in  one- side         
     E: tan51-tsaj51 i55-pn55 
  ‘(People are) standing together to one side’    (meaningless) 
 
(11) I: to55-tjn55 tjow51-i35 l  
          middle       just    okay 
       E: to55-tj55 tjow51-i35 l 
  ‘(putting it) in the middle is okay’  (meaningless) 
 

In summary, there are 85 errors in our corpus in which the [a] and [] phones alternate; these 
alternations were caused by the substitution, omission, or addition of consonants after the vowel, such that 
only [a] occurred before [n, j] or syllable finally, and only [] occurred before the velar consonants [w, ], 

 
 
 
 



clearly a place of articulation assimilation.  Because only [a] occurs in open syllables with no 
conditioning environment, the low vowel phoneme is considered to be /a/.  Finally, there is no evidence 
that [] should be considered a member of the low vowel phonemic category. 
 
Mid vowels 

 Can any of the mid vowel phones [e, , , , o, ] be substituted for each other without changing the 
contiguous environments?  

 Which of these phones alternate with each other when the contiguous environment is changed? 

 What are the details of the evidence in which [] should be grouped with the mid vowels rather than 
the low vowels? 

 How many vowel phonemes are represented by these mid-vowel phones, and what is/are the basic 
variant(s)? 

 
Mid vowel substitution errors (N=60) 
(12) I: nej51-ljn51  E: nn51-ljn51 
          reserved    ‘reserved’  (meaningless)  
 
(13) I: pu35 n51 tu35-u55   
              not   want  study 
       E: pu35 wn51 tu35-u55   
‘(she) doesn’t want to study’  (meaningless) 
 
(14)  I: min35-o35   E: min35-n35 
  Ming-Xiong     (meaningless) 

      
(15) I: ta55 nan35-sow51 s21-l  
         he   feel bad    dead  
     E: ta55 nan35-sn51 s21-l 
  ‘He felt extremely bad’  (meaningless) 
 
(16) I: w21 35-tj21   
           my   schoolmate 
     E: w21 sw35-tj21 
      ‘My schoolmate’  (meaningless)      
 
(17) I: ta55 tja55 pn21-laj35 tu51-tsaj51 tja55-li21   
              he   house  originally  live-in    Jiali 
         E: ta55 tja55 pjn21-laj35 tu51-tsaj51 tja55-li21  
  ‘The house he originally lived in was in Jiali’   (meaningless) 
 
(18) I: tw55-pan51 ts51-s35   



       most       this time                           
     E: tw55-pan51 tsow51-s35 
    ‘usually at this moment’  (meaningless) 
 
 
(19) I: xej55-tjw35 paj35  

 Heiqiao      brand 
   E: x55-tjw35 paj35 

   ‘Heiqiao brand (a brand for sausages)’  (meaningless) 
 
(20) I: mej35 li21-mw51 
             not   polite 
       E: mj li21 mw51 
         ‘not polite’  (meaningless) 
 
 
(21) I: sw35-i21   
              so 
        E: sej35 
         ‘so’  (meaningless) 

 
Of all the mid vowels, [] occurs following the broadest range of onset consonants, although it must 

always be in a syllable closed by [n].  Choosing [] as the basic variant of the phoneme provides us with 
the more symmetrical phoneme system /i, y, u, , a/; furthermore // as a phoneme is far more common in 
the world’s languages than // (Maddieson 1984: 252, 257).  Therefore the error patterns will suggest 
this phoneme category is best characterized as underlyingly //. 
 
2. The Five-Vowel System in Taiwan Mandarin 
 

This project examined four hypotheses regarding the underlying vowel categories of Mandarin, and 
then looked at phonetic, distributional, and especially psycholinguistic evidence regarding the system of 
TM.  It is found that none of the previous theories could completely account for the findings in our study, 
although I concur with R. Cheng (1966) and Lin (1989) that the system consists of five underlying vowel 
categories.  Our first difference from all four accounts is that in this dialect of Mandarin, there are not 
two differing apical vowels [ι, ι]; in TM there is only a high central unrounded vowel [], and there is no 
retroflex vowel.  The project provided evidence that this vowel [] is a conditioned variant of /i/, which 
occurs only after coronal fricatives and affricates: specifically, [i] and [] cannot substitute for each other 
in errors, and these two phones alternate with each other systematically in errors involving a change in the 
contiguous environment.  It agrees with the analysis of R. Cheng and Wu who group the apical phones 
with the /i/ phoneme; It then disagrees with C. Cheng who considers the apical phones to constitute a 
phoneme in their own right, and with Lin who derives the apical phones by rule.  Second, there is no 
evidence that [y] is derived from a sequence of /ui/, as proposed by Wu, since [y] can freely substitute for 
both [u] and [i] in vowel substitution errors.  Third, it is found a great deal of evidence that [] is a 



variant of the mid vowel phoneme only, and not an allophone of the low vowel phoneme.  The phone [] 
alternates with all of the other 5 mid vowel phones when the contiguous environment changes in 20 errors, 
whereas there is only one error that suggests an affiliation between [] and the low vowel phoneme.  
Thus our analysis disagrees with all four theories on the status of this phone.  It is found that all the 
theories that [a, ] are variants of the same phoneme, and concur with all but C. Cheng that [a] is the basic 
variant.  Finally, it presented evidence supporting the hypothesis that glides are derived from underlying 
high vowel phonemes.  Thus the vowel system that I try to propose is the following: 
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